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New Listings

TRENDING HIGHER
New listings have trended higher through September, as social distancing restrictions have started to ease and the spring selling season sees a seasonal uplift.
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However, total listings remained - 27.4% below the 5-year average due to strong absorption from sales.
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MARKET

In the 3 months to September, Australian properties typically took
30 days to sell, compared with 42 days over the same period of
2020.

Housing

CYCLE. SYDNEY
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National

SALES

Sales volumes rose 41.9% in the 12 months to September, and transaction volumes through the month of September were estimated to be 25.5% above the five year average.

Private Dwellings
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CONSTRUCTIONS CONTINUE TO RISE

Supply +
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DEMAND MISMATCH

Capital city houses are continuing to record a stronger growth rate relative
to units.
In early May, newly advertised properties were tracking almost 20% above
the five-year average. However, due to both lockdowns and seasonal factors,
the number of new listings through August dropped to almost 6% below the
five year average and total active listings were closer to 30% below average.
The estimated number of home sales has also been impacted, dropping by
-9.0% nationally over the three months ending August when compared to
the previous three-month period. Despite the fall in sales, housing market
activity remains well above average levels.
The past three months has see the number of homes sales remain 30%
above the five-year average at a time when active listings are 29% below
average. Clearly there is still a disconnect between advertised supply and
housing demand.
Strong selling conditions can also be seen in auction clearance rates and
private treaty measures with a large proportion selling prior to the auction
rather than under the hammer
Most cities, including those navigating extended lockdowns, are continuing
to see homes sell in 30-35 days or less. Vendor discounting rates remain at
record lows implying most vendors aren't budging much on their initial
pricing expectations.
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Despite many parts of the country remaining in some level of lockdown, the housing boom continued to
roll on, with national home values rising month on month.
The latest update takes Australian housing values 15.8% higher over the first eight months of the year and
18,4% above levels a year ago. This is the fastest annual pace of growth in housing values since the year
ending July 1989.
In dollar terms, the annual increase in national dwelling values equates to approximately $103, 400 or
$1,990 per week.
This is the fastest annual pace of growth in housing values since the year ending July 1989. As a quick
retrospective, in the late 1980's, the annual pace of national home value appreciation was as high as 31%,
so the market isn't quite in unprecedented territory.
Lockdowns are having a clear impact on consumer sentiment. The restrictions have resulted in falling
advertised listings and, to a lesser extent, fewer home sales, with less impact on price growth momentum.
The ongoing shortage of properties available for purchase is central to the upwards pressure on housing
values.

PRICE INCREASE

NSW
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The most visible impact on Sydney's housing market as it navigates the extended lockdown is the decline in advertised stock levels.
New listings added to the Sydney market have fallen from being 36% above average in early May to almost 13% below average by the end of
August.
The decline in available inventory is another factor supporting the upwards pressure on housing prices.
In Sydney housing values rise a further 1.8%, taking the market 20.9% higher over the past twelve months.
Sydney dwelling values have risen by approximately $180,000 over the past twelve months, or about $3,460 per week - well above the national
average.
The lockdown in Sydney has delayed the spring housing sale boom. With restrictions lifting, sales are expected to spring back into action.

General Outlook for

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL SUPPLY

From a global perspective, the 12th international Construction Market Survey from Turner &
construction boom.
Building costs across all major Australian markets are growing faster than inflation - a trend that
looks set to continue for years due to construction demand outstripping supply for both labour and
materials.
Disruptions caused by COVID-19 are largely to blame with global supply chain issues negatively
impacting both material deliver and pricing, while state and international border closures have led to
intractable labour shortages.
Construction materials shortfalls continues, with lead-in times lengthening, prices increasing, and
more materials being distributed upon allocation.
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Townsend, which reveals that government money and low interest rates are fueling a global

General Outlook for

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL SUPPLY

The worst problems are currently in the domestic housing sector, where no improvement is expected
The most exposed materials are those traded internationally, including steel and timber. Electrical
products (e.g. switch gear, cable terminations and cable trays), roofing products, and PVC also
present some risk.
Tier 1 and the larger Tier 2 contractors are expected to be able to secure materials required for their
projects, subject to sufficient lead-in periods. Availability problems are mostly affecting small to
medium-sized projects.
Risk exposure on projects includes price inflation, extended lead-in times, and and disruption caused
by managing contractors' poor supply chain management.
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before Q1 2022.

General Input Price Increase in
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THE HOUSE CONSTRUCTION SECTOR

Reasons for

THE PRICE INCREASE

Timber, board and joinery (+3.9%), driven by structural timber (+6.6%), due to global
timber price increases as a result of supply shortages and increased demand for
softwood.
Other metal products (+1.9%), driven by aluminum windows and doors (+2.2%), due
to price rise in aluminum, glass and timber as a result of increasing international
freight costs and production shortages.
Electrical equipment (+4.4%), driven by electric cable and conduit (+10.0%), due to
price rises in copper and resin.
COVID-19 shutdowns aside the Sydney, Perth and Brisbane markets is likely to
experience annual construction cost hikes of more than 3 per cent up to the end of
2023.
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Increase by Main

CATEGORY - JUNE 2021.
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Capital City Material
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PRICE INCREASE - JUNE 2021.

Capital City Price
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INCREASE JUNE QUARTER

SYDNEY 3.4%

Driven by Timber board and joinery
(+6.4%)

MELBOURNE 2.3%

Timber board and joinery (+2.7%)

BRISBANE 3.0%

Driven by Timber board and joinery
(+3.9%)

ADELAIDE 2.0%

Driven by plumbing products (+3.5%)

HOBART 2.6%

Driven by Steel products (+18.3%)

PERTH 1.7%

Driven by Timber board and joinery (+2.95)

Future

OUTLOOK
Sydney recorded its highest preliminary clearance rate - 85% - since autumn, while prestige
properties sold within hours of being listed in the past week - AFR 17th October 2021.
'Property is being listed and bought on the same day. There is panic to get on the train before it
leaves the station". "Never in over 40 years, have I seen such intense action. You can see it on the
facades of mums and dads at Zoom auctions". - David Morrelle.
Mr Morrell said he bought seven properties in the past week for clients, including a property in
Pearl Beach on the NSW Central Coast, which sold for $500,000 over its reserve. "Most of mine
are one-hit wonders. Buyers are doing one inspection and then making an offer" he said.
Across the capital cities, 2920 homes were taken to auction over the past week - up from 2708 last
week - making it the busiest week of auctions since late June, according to CoreLogic.
Sydney was host to 911 auctions last week (up from 825) of which 85 % were successful, a
preliminary clearance rate that was higher than the 83.2 % recorded last week.
Average number of active bidders at auction hit a high of 4.1 in September across Australia. "The
drivers of this are well documented - lots of money, lots of buyers but relatively little on the
market, particularly in Melbourne and Sydney, "_Ray White chief economist Nerida Conisbee.
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